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Chapter 161 You fell in love with your best friend  

Hedy walked into the dance studio.  

Seeing her come back, the five of them started discussing the business of this round of performances, an

d the recording staff in the corner also started filming.  

The theme of this round is “Love Songs“. All the songs that the groups got were all lyrical.  

The lyrics of Hedy’s group also revolve around love.  

It tells the story that the protagonist meets a man who makes her heart  

move, and her heart changes from plain to longing to wanting to be exclusive.  

A few hours later, the photographers stopped filming and left, and it was time for the contestants to go t

o sleep.  

“I’ll go to the vending machine and buy you some drinks!” Lee left first.  

The program group is not allowed to go out, but there are vending machines.  

When Hedy was about to leave, he was held back by Doris and Vanilla.  

The two of them knew Hedy the earliest and knew Hedy best.  

Doris stared at her with a gentle voice, “Hedy, tell us what happened, okay?”  

She thought that her priority in Preston’s heart was higher than Hera’s.  

The idea is selfish.  

she knows.  

So she struggles.  

One side is reason, the other side is selfish desire.  

To the left, she is unwilling.  

To the right, she can’t.  

Isn’t there a road that can make her less troubled?  

“Ahem.” Doris cleared her throat and solemnly announced, “Comrade Hedy, I am very responsible to tell

 you that you are in love with your best friend!”  

Hedy stared blankly at Doris  

Doris guided, “First of all, you are friends of the opposite sex, right?”  

“Yeah.”  

“He treats you very well, making you feel at ease and comfortable?”  



“Yeah.”  

“Seeing that he is also very friendly to other friends of the opposite sex Well, you will think, who is more 

important to him, you or that friend of the opposite sex, right?” “… Well  

“Then you just like him, your feelings for him have been upgraded from friendship, you think Own him!” 

Doris patted Hedy on the  

you fell in love with your best friend.  

shoulder.  

Hi, like Preston?  

Hedy’s face turned red with a bang.  

She felt that the dead end in front of her disappeared and a new path appeared.  

Vanilla next to him originally wanted to refute, thinking that there is also jealousy among 

friends, who is more important than others.  

But Hedy’s reaction was almost like “not calling yourself“!  

“Tsk tsk tsk, Goddess Hedy is in love.” Vanilla joked.  

“Do you know what you should do now?”  

Hedy shook his head incomprehensibly.  

“Oh, you’re so good, so good, let me hug you.” Bird couldn’t take it anymore, walked over to hold Hedy i

n his arms, and rubbed Hedy like a big doll.  

She is so cute in contrast to Hedy!  

Doris made persistent efforts, “You should confess now, you know? You have to bravely go up!”  

A is a key on the keyboard, and it is also the active attack key in many  

games.  

The extended statement is to take the initiative to confess and hit a straight ball.  

Hedy nodded as he listened.  

“Is there anything else on your mind?” Vanilla asked after her.  

“It’s gone.” Hedy’s tone paused, his brows and eyes frowned, and his smile showed a hint of obedience, 

“Thank you.”  

Without their enlightenment, she doesn’t know how long she would have to think hard.  

“Ohhhhh!” The dramatist Bird clutched his heart and lay down on the ground. “Medical doctor! Hurry u

p! Give me a blood bag, I’m going to be cut to death! Help!” “Here we  

come!” Vanilla index finger As a needle, point a little on Bird.  



Bird sat up firmly. “Okay, I’m resurrected.”  

“Two idiots, hahaha, go to sleep and practice tomorrow!” Doris couldn’t help laughing. “I’ll go find her a

nd buy some food by the way!”  

It feels so good to be drawn into the relationship.  

Several people said “hmm” and went to the dormitory to wash up.  

Half an hour later, Doris came back with Lee with swollen cheeks and slap marks.  

“What’s wrong? Who hit it?” Bird got up and got out of bed.  

“1  

‘Amber ‘s group? Their group has a lot 

of resentment towards us because of plagiarism.” Vanilla also stopped applying moisturizer.  

Lee bit his lip, aggrieved.  

Doris answered instead of her, “The other team played. They were Tiantian’s former teammates. They s

aid she is a scheming girl. Don’t think that you can make a debut with Hedy.” “Hmph.” Vanilla sneered, “

Listen to  

their nonsense., When I was voted out, my teammates also said that  
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my temperament did not match the team, and I could perform better outside! Isn’t it just  

jealous that we are stronger than them?”  

Netizens said that their group, Call it the Avengers!  

“I must debut to prove myself.” Lee touched the face that was slapped, and said firmly,  

“If I debut, I will get money, and if I have money, I can perform surgery on my mother!”  

Chapter 162 Impromptu rap, Hedy VS Rainie  

The girls were frightened by Lee ‘s words. After questioning, they found out that Lee ‘s mother was serio

usly ill and needed surgery.  

The family savings have been exhausted, Lee made his debut, and his mother has money for surgery.  

“You don’t have to wait for your debut, this performance is fine.” Vanilla pondered for a moment, and s

aid,  

“There is an advertiser who said that he would choose one of the contestants who stands out this time t

o shoot an advertisement, and the advertisement fee will cost tens of thousands.”  

Bird nodded, “I won’t be C this time, come to C and try to win this ad!”  

She was the original C.  



“Thank you everyone.” Lee’s eyes were red. Since  

Bird participated in the show, he has never had a C position, but he finally got it, but he was willing to giv

e it up to her…  

“Thank you, we are teammates.” Bird smiled disapprovingly.  

“Come on!” Doris clenched his fists. “We all have a reason to win!”  

How did they get voted out at the beginning, and now, how to kill them back!  

Lying on the upper bunk, Hedy recalled every little thing he had with Preston, and his heartbeat 

speeded up silently in the night.  

Confession…  

in what way…  
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A few days passed by, and the performance day with the theme of “Love Song” came.  

Because there are only three teams left, the program group put more effort into the stage layout.  

After the first group performed, the Amber group came on stage.  

Their stage style is a playground, everyone wears different styles, similar styles, light–

colored skirts, and a balloon in each person’s hand.  

A girl who seems to be waiting for her lover to make an appointment.  

The beautiful scene and melodious English singing made the instructors praise again and again.  

They stepped down, and it was Hedy’s turn.  

Hedy’s stage style is a girl’s warm room.  

Everyone wears home clothes, bear pajamas, simple T–

shirts with denim shorts, or very common dresses, emphasizing a casual relaxation.  

It’s like people who are trapped by love and thinking wildly in the boudoir.  

Their songs are Japanese in Japanese.  

Lee sat on the bed and sang first.  

Doris at the dresser sang second.  
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Bird fourth in front of the wardrobe to pick out clothes.  

Vanilla fifth holding a brown bear doll.  



In the end, it was Hedy who was sitting on the bay window. She raised her hand out of the window, as if 

she was feeling the traces of the wind. There was a trace of loneliness on her delicate face with light ma

keup. “CausebabyyouaremyNo. No. No. No. 1 Andyouaretheonlyonlyonlyonlyone  

that smile  

Those eyes, all made me…  

heart–beating”  

After the performance of a song, the host called all 

the players from the three remaining teams to the stage.  

Then I asked the instructor which group he thought performed the best.  

The mentors first made an official statement, saying that everyone can come here, the strength is very h

igh, and the performance is not bad.  

But if you insist on picking the best one, it is still the Hedy group.  

The Hedy group is not only strong, but the stage effect is also very good.  

Rainie picked up the microphone, “I think this performance is unfair.”  

The host was stunned, “Why do you say that?”  

My mother, why do you have to give him some moths every time the performance is over?  

”  

29.49%  

iter 162 Impromptu rap, Hedy VS Rainie  

Last time Hedy said that the Amber team was not worthy.  

This time Rainie said that the performance was unfair.  
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“Because there is no rap link in this theme song, I can’t give full play to my strengths.” Rainie said confid

ently to the camera,  

“If there is a rap link, I think the remaining two groups are in front of me. Backhand power!”  

Hedy turned on the mic with a cold voice, “No backhand power? Just rely on your rap?”  

On the rest day, Rainie got her phone and tweeted, saying,  

“We are both creators, and we occasionally share inspirations. Hitting is a normal thing, and there is no 

need to go online at all. If this is considered plagiarism, can I say that everyone here has plagiarized the “

USA Dictionary“?” Although Rainie did not mention Amber by name, she  

read between the lines In connoting her, he whitewashed Amber in a sophistical way.  



Amber’s fans also gathered on Rainie’s Twitter, saying that Rainie dared to speak out for Amber, she is a 

real sister, and the sisterhood is locked.  

“What do you mean by my rap? Heh.” Rainie smiled, stood up and pointed at Hedy, narrowing her eyes,  

“To be honest, Hedy, from the first day you came to the dormitory, you said that you are all–

powerful, with an attitude of being invincible When I saw you, I was very upset.  

Later, Amber just hit your inspiration, and you publicly accused her of plagiarism on the show. Have you 

considered the pressure of public  

opinion she will face?  

You are eighteen years old It’s understandable to be young and frivolous, but don’t really feel that you a

re hanging, you can mess with anyone.”  

Hedy raised his eyebrows, “So?”  

Rainie also raised his eyebrows, “Since you think I can’t rap and say I am omnipotent, then why not Let’s 

compare? Impromptu rap, dare you?”  

Following Rainie ‘s words, the smell of gunpowder permeated the entire recording hall.  

“Yes.” Hedy agreed lightly.  

“Wait a minute, Hedy, do you know how to rap? After you entered the show, it seems that you have bee

n in charge of dance or vocal, and you have never rapped before.” The host explained, afraid that Hedy 

would mess up, “rap originated from black people and is an art of the slums, is characterized by quickly 

uttering a string of rhyming words, there is no melody, only rhythm.  

Impromptu rap is even more difficult!”  

Hedy replied calmly, “Rap is my lullaby.”  

Born and raised in a slum, how could she not Know rap?  

In terms of entertainment, she can be considered a member of a rap family.  

“In this case, please go down first, and hand over the stage to Hedy and Rainie.” The host retreated to th

e side.  

Only Hedy and Rainie are left on the stage.  

 

“Let me come first and give you a sample.” Rainie waved to the left, “Music teacher, give me the rhythm

.”  

A pure rhythm with a strong sense of percussion came out.  

Rainie listened to two short passages, caught the rhythm, and said coolly to the camera,  

“ya, this is Rainie, AKA ‘Rap–Queen (rap Goddess Hedy)‘, remember my name.”  

After watching the camera, she saw To Hedy, start dissing,,  



“Hedy, you said that you are a natural talent for all–rounders, then show me. Show me that  

you are a young bastard who just grew up.  

You are still pretentious, and you will kneel and run away at any time Stupid.  

When I sang rap for the first time, you were still learning aoe, iuü, bpmfdtn.  

When I stood on the stage for the first time, you were still holding the failed test paper, thinking about h

ow to make your parents be more merciful  

If you have a little success, you will be floating. If  

Amber’s arrangement hits a little inspiration, you will be crazy.  

I think you are stupid if you dare to fight in front of me.  

I will say this impromptuly, so don’t panic.”  

Rainie stopped dissing.  

The singing instructor covered her mouth, “It’s so aggressive, is this the head–

wrestling between rappers!” The  

professional rap instructor nodded, “The American pinyin in the middle is cleverly added, Rainie is indee

d a spiritual rapper.”  

The host Gong Huo, “It’s Hedy’s time, come on, don’t be afraid!”  

After all, the more the contestants quarrel, the more exciting the show will be! 

Chapter 163 Almighty Hedy, Rainie crashes and retires!  

Rhythm comes to Hedy’s side.  

Hedy picked up the microphone, and said in a cold voice with a hint of laziness.  

“Rap–Queen? That’s it? Stinky fish and rotten shrimp, listen carefully.”  

She circled around Rainie, as if trying to turn Rainie from top to bottom, from top to bottom. Look inside

 and outside, with contemptuous eyes,  

“If you like to emphasize your age, I can also call you auntie.  

But I am proficient in racing and Go, how many things do you know?  

I introduce myself as omnipotent with my strength, but you are not convinced.  

Now Do you see clearly, what are you?  

Steal my efforts and high–

profile publicity as a rookie. After I found out, I immediately changed my words. This is called occasional.

 The  



owner has shut up and the voice is eager to defend. Good people don’t want to do it. I have to be a runn

ing dog.”  

The rap instructor said “Wow“, and sat up straight, “It’s more explosive than Rainie! Hedy has somethin

g.”  

Singing instructor, “Hedy is eighteen, Rainie is twenty–eight, it’s not wrong to call auntie No way.”  

Dance instructor, “And Hedy returned all of Rainie ‘s diss, it’s Rainie’s turn to take it!”  

On stage, Rainie had a look of shock and embarrassment.  

Shocked that Hedy can really rap, not only diss came back, but also double bet!  

The embarrassment is because Iledy’s words are more lethal, and he directly called her a dog!  

The panic is because the rhythm has come to her side, and she hasn’t thought of a good word yet!  

“I…I…”  

She managed to catch the rhythm, but couldn’t think of the next words. and panic slowly climbed onto h

er face.  

She knew she should think of words.  

But her mind was full of Hedy’s contemptuous eyes just now!  

She has to answer!  

If she can’t take it back, when this episode airs, her face will…  

The rhythm slips away from Rainie ‘s incompetence, and she returns to Hedy’s side.  

Hedy sneered and picked up the microphone,  

“This is my empire, let’s go for it, and it’s neat. It  

perfectly presents the king’s spirit.  

I am the ideal sustenance of many people.  

They are all looking forward to my annual masterpiece.  

As the saying goes How lonely it is to be invincible.  

I have been to the highest realm you have worked so hard to reach.”  

“Where is this diss? This is indiscriminate bombing!” The rap instructor’s eyes lit up and he kept applaud

ing. The tempo was  

Rainie’s turn again.  

Rainie’s head continued to be empty, her face was pale, she lowered her head and dared not lift it up!  



Hedy took it directly, switched to a cappella rap, and stretched out his hand to push Rainie ‘s chest, push

ing her away, with an indifferent expression,  

“I will let you understand that this is not a competition, whoever is the last card, if you are unhappy, leav

e as soon as possible.”  

The word “leave” landed, and Rainie was also lightly pushed off the stage.  

Like a cheap piece of junk.  

After pushing Rainie, Hedy returned to the center of the stage and sang as he walked,  

“My era belongs to my era. Look at me covering the sky with one hand. It doesn’t matter if I fail.  

I am a masterpiece of heaven, a talent made in heaven. Look at me. How free.”  

The music fades away.  

Everyone understands. For someone so proud of  

Rainie, being abused so violently by Hedy in her field of expertise probably left a lot of psychological sha

dow  

No three, five, or ten years, it is estimated that they will not be able to get out.  

Hedy is also really invincible.  

Is the phrase “this is not a competition” telling all the contestants,  

“Bright Star” is just a cutscene for me, Hedy, and I will reach the top and be the best!  

Under such circumstances, there is no need to mention how the number of votes in the Hedy group has 

skyrocketed.  

The second is the Amber group. They have more than 5 million votes more than the third place, but they

 have more than 20 million votes less than the Hedy group!  

The quota for the final is basically locked, Hedy group VS Amber  

group.  

If this momentum continues, the Hedy group will definitely win the debut qualification.  

Moreover, the officials made trouble deliberately, saying that the number of votes won after the perfor

mance was not cleared, and they accumulated until the finals.  

To put it bluntly, I just wanted to force the fans of the disadvantaged  

group to spend their votes desperately.  

They are engaged in programs, not charity.  

Amber couldn’t calm down and called her mother for help.  



That night, the day after Victoria participated in the support and publicly released a video of canvassing f

or her daughter.  

In the beginning, the video was an interview.  

Someone asked the elegant Victoria what was the most painful thing she experienced in her life.  

Victoria replied “giving birth“, saying that when a woman gives birth to a child, she goes through the gat

e of hell, and mothers are great.  

After a wave of tears, he said that he was very proud to see his daughter’s hard work and progress in “Br

ight Star“, and he was already a fan of her daughter.  

Therefore, I want to support my daughter as a “fan“.  

Translated into adult words, it is,  

give way, my daughter can’t do Hedy, and I, a shameless mother, will do it myself!  

On the second day after the video was released, the Amber group surpassed the Hedy group by 10 millio

n votes.  

-A certain luxury recording studio.  

Malina’s good friend back then, looked at Malina, who had a vicissitudes of life, a 

slightly fat body, very simple clothes, and a happy expression, and asked,  

“Do you really want to use comeback to support your daughter Hedy?”  

She once said, the entertainment industry It was her nightmare, and she didn’t want to touch it again.  

 

“Yes.” Malina looked up at her husband, Buddy, who was accompanying her, and said with a smile, “I’m 

ready.”  
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With a husband and children, she will no longer be afraid of anything.  

“Before you came, did you practice your voice?” My good friend asked again.  

“Practice every day.” Malina replied,  

She no longer likes acting, but fortunately she still likes to sing.  

Every time I go to work in the fields and there is no one around, I will sing a passage. Not only has my str

ength not regressed, but I have also improved.  

“OK.” The good friend turned on various recording devices.  

Malina stands before the microphone and sings.  

in the shot.  

She has no slender figure, no well–maintained features.  



There is no longer the high–spiritedness of youth, and the pride that goes deep into the soul.  

She has only one voice.  

A voice that has been kissed by an angel and is known as the siren–like voice of Atlantis.  

This excellent voice, through 

the blessing of maternal love, burst out with unparalleled penetrating power  

Chapter 164 At the end of the recording  

Malina’s good friend applauded in front of the equipment, “The strength remains the same as before.  

Buddy also smiled gently beside him.  

Malina smiled sheepishly.  

After getting the 

full video, Malina signed up for Twitter – when she became popular, there was no “Twitter” software.  

[Malina (River)], Come on, Hedy, mom will always support you!  

After posting on Twitter, Malina asked her friend, “Can you help me promote it?”  

“Easy.” The friend took out his phone and found a group with the most media people. All of Aite said,  

“Surprise! River is back, guide Twitter” Malina (River) “Report early and harvest traffic carly!”  

In fact, after so many years, media writers have changed from batch to batch, and popular stars 

have also changed from batch to batch. Few people remember who River is.  

Fortunately, Victoria has 

been relatively active recently, causing the name ” River” to reappear in the public eye.  

Members of the media group also immediately understood the value behind ”  

River’s return” and worked overtime to release news. At the end of the  

hot search on Twitter, the words ”  

River” and “Malina” soon appeared. All of a sudden, Malina’s fans, Victoria’s fans, Hedy’s fans, Amber ‘s 

fans, and passers–by chatting about gossip came one after another.  

They click on Malina’s video.  

The rural women in the video made them dumbfounded.  

How did the former angel singer become so rustic? The gap with the Queen  

Victoria of the same age is too big!  

Before they could continue complaining, the rural women began to moan, like a siren weeping under th

e moon, warm and mysterious.  



The phrase “strength is the greatest reliance” is outdated no matter where it is placed. As soon as she o

pened her mouth, the keyboard warriors stopped their mocking and belittling typing actions.  

It’s so beautiful.  

After crooning, turn to high pitch and continue chanting.  

Treble is another kind of beauty.  

Some singers sing high notes to show off their skills. Malina is different. In her high notes, there are stori

es and emotions of her own, which is the most touching.  

The soothing treble ends, and the higher dolphin sound strikes.  

The audience only felt a beam of electric current rushing from the heels to the top, as if their souls had b

een stimulated.  

They listened carefully, enjoying the momentary solace brought by the chant.  

At the end of the song, they still have more to say, leaving a sentence of comments.  

“I have to admit that Malina, or River, is the only outstanding one in the US music scene.” ”  

It’s really a pity why such an actress who sings so well would do such a despicable and despicable mistak

e thirty years ago.  

“Talented but unvirtuous, that’s all I can say.”  

“My God, I was playing this song outside the living room, and my mother who was mopping the floor thr

ew down the mop and came over, asking me who sang it, and asking me who sang it.” How do I vote for 

Hedy?”  

“Upstairs +1, my dad not only voted for Hedy himself, but also mobilized all of us in the family group to v

ote for Hedy/laughing and crying.”  

Only I said that River’s character is poor, and my mother Did you hold your ears for half an hour?”  

“Me too…”  

A young man with a lively mind moved this video to another website with the title,  

Thought it was bronze but turned out to be king, the rural aunt made you kneel!” ”  

The headline party knows best what kind of headlines can get clicks.  

Sure enough, the video became popular, and it became popular on a  

large scale, even more popular than Preston’s “20 million crystal piano” support video.  

Tens of millions of crystal pianos are like snow in spring, deep and elegant, but not close to the people.  

The huge contrast between the bronze king and the words “rural aunt” lowers the threshold of apprecia

tion, which has the popular effect of lowering Liba people.  



In the comment area of “Bright Star“, there are also more messages from users with nicknames such as 

“Star“, “X Family Building Materials Factory“, “Flowers Blooming Wealth“.  

“At that time, I was young and didn’t know how to help you. Now that I’m grown up, I can help your dau

ghter/cute.” ”  

Singing and dancing rap, I can’t appreciate it, but it’s right to vote for Hedy/cool.”  

There are also some young fresh faces.  

“I was attracted by the ‘Kneeling‘ video, I hope Malina’s daughter won’t let me down.” “You may not bel

ieve me, but I was recommended by my parents to watch the draft, absolutely!”  

Huge The traffic, coupled with excellent strength, made the Hedy group continue to catch up with the A

mber group in the number of votes. It is also expected  

to overtake the Amber group.  

A sea view villa somewhere. Seeing her daughter being surpassed,  

Victoria was so angry that her liver hurt.  

River!” She tightly squeezed the wine glass. It’s fine if these netizens  

don’t support themselves, but they are blind pigs who actually support this little bitch like River! –  

Voting time ends.  

Fourteen contestants from three teams changed 

into gray and white JK uniforms and returned to the recording hall.  

There is no suspense in the elimination group, leaving a testimonial and leaving.  

The host announced the theme of the final, “All original.”  

That is, original music, original lyrics, original dance, all original.  

At the same time, the two groups of players can finalize their team name, and the winner will make their

 debut directly.  

Days off also follow. When Doris, Vanilla and others left, they specially reminded Hedy to remember to c

onfess their love to their “best friend“.  

Love is a thing, one step slow, but slow for a lifetime, you have to be brave.  

Hedy nodded, took the phone and turned it on, only to find that there was a missed call on the phone.  

It’s Preston calling.  

There is also an unread message from Preston.  

The content is about the reason why he was late on the last rest day.  

Hedy’s eyes flickered, “It turned out that I was delayed on the way here.”  



She put away her mobile phone and walked out of the program building. Just as she was out the door, s

omeone grabbed her wrist and took her aside.  

Her expression froze, and she was about to strike back when she smelled a familiar smell on her nostrils,

 canceling the idea of attacking.  

“Sorry, I was late last time.” Preston looked at her with narrow eyes, his thin lips were pursed, and his ha

ndsome face was covered with a layer of dark mist.  

He once told Hedy that he would accompany her every rest day in the future, and he broke his promise l

ast time.  

No matter what the reason was, he broke his promise and made her wait for a day and a night.  

“I saw the text message.” Hedy said softly.  

She is not unreasonable.  

“That’s good.” Preston breathed a sigh of relief, grabbed Hedy’s wrist and walked towards the hotel.  

With the finals approaching, Hedy has performed two consecutive performances and has not had a good

 rest, so he has to pay close attention to sleep to replenish his condition.  

Hedy let him lead her, and there were people coming and going around, very noisy, all of them were goi

ng home in the evening rush hour.  

“Preston.” She felt she could hear her heartbeat, “Have you watched the new episode of ‘Bright Star“?” 

”  

Look, the last rap is very cool.” Preston quickened his pace, and Hedy  

was slightly behind him.  

“What about the part I sang during the performance on the stage?” Hedy asked again, his heartbeat see

med to be a little faster.  

“It’s also very nice, you and your mother both have good voices.” Preston’s voice was low.  

Hedy, “That section was originally for Vanilla, but I asked her to switch it with me, because I want to sing

 that section to you.”  

Chapter 165 Straight Female Romance  

Preston frowned delicately after hearing Hedy’s words, recalling Hedy’s  

lyrics.  

The meaning of the lyrics seems to say “you are my No. 1 and my only one“?  

Based on Hedy’s brain circuit, it should be to express that he is her best and unique friend, right?  

Preston stretched his brows, his chest vibrated, and he gave an extremely melodious low smile, “Thank y

ou, you are also my best ‘friend‘.” Would  



he be happy to let Goddess Hedy sing for himself on the show, or would he be helpless? okay?  

This time Hedy frowned, and she said seriously, “I don’t want to be friends with you anymore. I want to 

be your girlfriend.”  

Really?” Preston answered lightly.  

I thought, I just seemed to have an auditory hallucination.  

Hedy offered to be his girlfriend?  

I’m afraid it’s not a daydream.  

Seeing that Preston’s reaction was so flat that he couldn’t even answer clearly, Hedy stopped, looked at 

the man’s broad and reliable back, and raised his voice, “Preston, I like you.“…The  

man  

instantly frozen in place, and for a moment, stiff Turning his neck wildly, he looked back with a look of 

astonishment,  

“What did you… just say?”  

Was he hallucinating, or was Hedy really talking?  

“I like you.” Hedy met his eyes and replied frankly,  

“I don’t want to be just good friends with you, you are my only one, and I want to be your only one.”  

At the end, she added, “I I want to pursue you.”  

The man’s pupils slowly constricted, and the helplessness in his heart was replaced by joy inch by inch.  

It took him a few minutes to accept and digest this joy, avoiding himself from jumping and 

cheering like a seventeen or eighteen–year- old boy.  

After digesting, he looked at the straightforward girl in front of him, and the anxiety in her eyes that was

 well 

hidden but still caught by him, thinking of her once suffocating low EQ operation, his eyebrows and eyes

 slightly curved, “If I don’t  

accept What?”  

Will she pursue him the way he pursued her?  

Hearing this, the anxiety in Hedy’s eyes faded away.  

She didn’t say anything, but looked at Preston with stubborn and bright eyes, her mouth seemed to be fl

attened, then straightened, and the end of her eyes gradually turned red.  

Seeing this aggrieved and hurt expression almost broke Preston’s heart.  

He took the girl into his arms, put his big hand on the back of her head, and said in a gentle tone,  

“You idiot, you don’t need to pursue me, I’m already yours.”  



He had already been conquered by her.  

“Really?” the girl asked uncertainly in his arms.  

Preston did not answer, but bowed his head and kissed her red lips, proving it with practical actions.  

After kissing, he pressed against her forehead, with a narrow smile in his eyes,  

“You don’t really think that I will find someone to practice 

kissing, do you? In order to deceive you, I have tried my best.”  

According to my friend Hera And Kelly’s statement.  

Him, Preston, whore, get it?  

“You…” Hedy froze for a moment, and after a while, her eyes widened in disbelief, and countless words 

came out of her mouth, turning into a sentence, “You  

lied to me for so long?”  

This guy is too cunning up!  

She always thought he was a clean–hearted and elegant gentleman!  

Hedy turned around and wiped his forehead, feeling that this was too difficult, too outrageous!  

Is she too dull, or is he too good at acting?  

 “Don’t be angry.” Preston hugged Hedy from behind and comforted her  

in her car,  

“I wanted to confess to you the day your elder brother had 

an accident, but your views on love were very disdainful at that time. Even if I confessed, you would just 

refuse Me, and stay away from me.”  

The anger in Hedy’s heart slowly subsided.  

Yes, at that time, she didn’t have the idea of talking about love, she only felt that love was a burden.  

If Preston really confessed to her at that time, she would have drawn the line quickly. For her, completin

g the task and resurrecting Cooper was more important than anything else.  

Preston knew her well.  

No, Preston liked her back then?  

Hedy was brainstorming, Preston thought she was still angry, hugged her a little tighter, and poured out 

his heart,  

“I can go to you without hesitation, but the right to start is in your hands, so I have never confessed.  

The only one The turning point, at grandma’s birthday party, remember, I asked you to kiss my face and 

accidentally kissed my lips.  



I tasted you and I greedily wanted more without wanting to scare you, so I made it up A ridiculous excus

e of ‘practice kissing‘ – but you can believe it, I can only say that my acting skills are really good.”  

Hedy,  

“1  

She just had a sweet heart!  

While hugging his cute little girlfriend, he took out his mobile phone and told 

his good friends the news that he and Hedy were together in a private group.  

[Preston], Hedy confessed his love to me today, and we are officially together.  

[Kelly],? Although, I felt that I was walking well on the side of the road, and suddenly I was kicked.  

[ Hera ], Hedy confessed first? / panic.  

[Preston], Well, I was walking with her on the street, and she suddenly confessed.  

[Kelly], Yes, the steel straight woman can’t be set up, even the confession is so casual and simple.  

Preston frowned.  

Preston, [Can romance be eaten? ]  

His family Hedy is called unpretentious, straightforward and honest.  

[ Hera ], I’m more curious about how she confessed, what did she say?  

Preston’s thin lips turned up.  

[Preston], She said that the songs she sang on stage were for me, she wanted to be my only one, she like

d me and wanted to pursue me.  

A few seconds passed.  

[Hera], Is this not romantic? May I ask if you were kicked in the head by a donkey named “Joy“?  

[ Hera ], The new episode of “Bright Star” has 5 million viewers!  

| Hera ], She is cold and dull, showing love to you in front of five million viewers!  

Preston put down his phone, looked down at Hedy who was sleeping soundly in his arms, and put the ba

ck of his hand against his lips, trying to cover the corners of his lips that were raised too much.  

No such, Hedy.  

You can’t make me so happy, but also make me feel even more happy.  

I would get carried away.  

Chapter 166  



The final is approaching, and the rebellious Lee wakes up Hedy at four o’clock in the afternoon the next 

day by Preston.  

Rubbing her sleepy eyes, she sat up from the bed, with a thin quilt over her shoulders, still a 

little sleepy.  

“Although I really want you to continue to sleep, but if you continue to sleep, you may not be able to cat

ch up with the recording of the show.” The  

elegant and elegant man is wearing a luxurious white shirt with the hem tucked into his trousers. The di

amonds on the cuffs are All reflecting the dazzling light.  

With his slender fingers, he held a glass of orange juice and put it on the dining table, and there was a pi

ece of delicious cake beside the orange juice.  

Hedy silently went to the sink to brush his teeth.  

After eating the cake and drinking the juice, Hedy changed his shoes and went out.  

“Can’t you give your hard–working boyfriend a little parting kiss?” Preston leaned against the 

door, a ray of anticipation appeared on his heavenly handsome face.  

Hedy looked at him coldly, even snorted contemptuously, walked around him and left.  

Preston raised his eyebrows, lowered his head and chuckled, with an intoxicating smile in his eyes.  

She’s still fussing.  

1288 vouchers  

Then, he has to ask others how to deal with his girlfriend’s “difficulty“, and he definitely won’t want to s

how off.  

Suddenly, a pair of ladies‘ shoes appeared in his field of vision.  

With the toe of the shoe on tiptoe, he placed a soft kiss on the cheek.  

When he looked up again, the owner of the shoe had already turned his back on him and walked away.  

Preston touched the place where Hedy had kissed, his eyebrows and eyes frowned.  

Maybe he should ask more about “Even if your girlfriend is having a fight, you still don’t forget to give hi

m a parting kiss before going out“?  

“Bright Star” program group.  

It’s already the final, and this time, everyone doesn’t need to hand in their mobile phones.  

The theme of the final performance is “all original“. Creation needs inspiration, and inspiration needs a s

ource, and mobile phones are one of the sources.  

On the way back to the dance studio, Hedy happened to see the contestants from the Amber group goin

g upstairs.  



Their dance studio is in another place.  

The original five–member girl group became four members because of Rainie ‘s withdrawal.  

The four of them also saw her, each with their arms folded, their 

chins raised slightly, their eyes either provocative or angry.  

Amber also stopped smirking and stared at her expressionlessly, looking at her like a criminal who comm

itted the most crimes.  

Hedy ignored the four of them and walked into the dance practice  

room.  

“Hedy!” Doris and the others sat on the ground, winking, “Did the confession succeed?”  

Hedy nodded, and his red lips slightly hooked.  

“Wow, let’s congratulate Comrade Ye for leaving the army of single dogs!” Bird was the most enthusiasti

c.  

Several people laughed for a while and began to discuss the name of the team.  

Vanilla said that he asked a fortune teller to do a calculation and told  

XX to avoid the fire.  

Doris said that she checked on the Internet, and there can’t be XX in the group name.  

Bird said that the best group name should be in English, and Lee said that the group name should be a fl

ower name.  

Opinions vary.  

Hedy looked at this group of difficult choices, and said lightly, “How about calling it ‘Water“?  

Water, water, passion is water, change is water, the human body is composed of 70% water, 

and the origin of all things is inseparable from water.  

 “This is good!” Four A little girl applauded.  

After the group name was finalized, a few people started to write the song, still one by one, and finally h

anded over to Hedy to modify the details and fill in the follow–up.  

In two days, the original song was released.  

When the song is completed, it becomes the lyrics, and when the lyrics are completed, it becomes the d

ance.  

Time is slowly moving towards the final day in sweat and hard work.  

On the day of the finals, the staff came to the dance studio and said that the advertiser had paid Lee, an

d asked her to go to the office to collect it.  

“Go quickly.” Doris urged. “Your mother’s operation cannot be delayed.”  



“Yes.” Lee went out.  

“It’s great, the C position was given to her in the last performance, and she was really picked by the adve

rtiser, and she got a lot of advertising fees for the commercial.” Bird envied, but not jealous,  

“I haven’t filmed commercials yet.”  

“Don’t worry, after our debut becomes popular, there will be all kinds of advertisements!” Vanilla comfo

rted.  

Hedy practiced dancing in front of the mirror, aiming for excellence.  

Lee spent ten minutes and got tens of thousands of advertising fees.  

Thinking about the weight of the envelope containing the money, she was in a happy mood, humming a 

little song and returning to the dance practice room. Around the corner, she met  

Amber who was standing against the wall, watching the scenery outside the window.  

”  

Amber.” She greeted without hesitation, with a friendly smile.  

Amber is the daughter of a queen, it’s never a bad thing to be polite.  

“Lee, your mother doesn’t seem to be sick.” Amber turned her head and looked at Lee with a hint of sar

casm in her eyes, “Is it  

fun to use other people’s sympathy to gain more exposure and opportunities for yourself?”  

but not a “doll” at all.  

“Aren’t you also on the first stage, pretending that 

you only have the strength of D, and gaining a lot of ‘hardworking fans“?” Lee smiled. happily, “You don’

t have to laugh at fifty steps,  

student.”  

It’s a classmate.  

It’s not a very good relationship, but they both know each other’s details.  

“Help me get rid of Hedy.” Amber stopped talking nonsense.  

“Why?” Lee asked back.  

“Because my mother is Victoria, and with her connections and popularity, she 

can easily save you ten years of struggle in the entertainment industry.” Victoria tilted her head and look

ed directly at  

Lee with a sinister expression,  

“Cooperate with me to kill Hedy, and then join me It ruined Hedy’s reputation.”  

Lee couldn’t bear it. “The final is coming soon, we have been  



rehearsing for a long time, if I leave, everything will have to be readjusted, I don’t know if it will be too la

te, and it will also affect their future.  

Especially Bird, she is the oldest, and if she doesn’t make her debut, she won’t have much chance in the 

future.  

And they are very kind to me, teaching me how to dance, and giving me the position of C, we are good si

sters who love each other more than gold.” “I don’t want  

to ?” Victoria narrowed her eyes.  

“You misunderstood.” Lee showed a standard smile, and the smile didn’t reach his eyes, “I mean, you ha

ve to pay more.”  

-Dance  

practice room.  

Doris couldn’t help herself to go to the Mango platform to check the voting status, “We still have more t

han 10 million votes more than  

the Amber group, and we are very tight.” Vanilla pondered, “Assuming that the quality of our performan

ce is the same as that of the Amber group, then we are stable. Win.”  

“Be bold, we will win.” Bird walked up to Hedy and patted her on the shoulder,  

“We have this big Buddha here, no matter what the quality is, it must  

be far behind Ainber’s group, right?”  

Lee pushed the door open Come in, “I’m back.”  

“Come and practice!” Doris cheered up.  

“Hmm.” Lee leaned his phone against the table next to him, and the lens of the body camera scratched a

 burst of white light.  

After today’s practice, Lee took his mobile phone and planned to go back to the dormitory. He said “that

’s right” and came to Hedy with a shy expression on his face,  

“I also have a friend of the opposite sex who treats me very well, but I’m afraid… Hedy, did you and your

 boyfriend really start as ordinary friends?”  

Hedy nodded, “Yes.”  

“Although we haven’t known each other for a long time, we got along very comfortably?” ”  

Yes.”  

“After your mother came back, II saw a lot of Victoria ‘s fans scolding you mother and daughter online…  

“It doesn’t matter, we don’t care.”  

“It’s good that you haven’t been affected, I’ll take a shower first.” Lee patted his chest and left.  



Hedy’s eyes flashed coldly.  

A person’s habits are difficult to change.  

Lee used to put the phone upside down on the table.  

Not only did she stand up this time, but she also pointed the camera at  

the dance studio. What does she want to do?  

Chapter 167 Hedy wrote a new song in just one night?  

There are five members in the team, and the relationship between Hedy and Lee is the thinnest. Apart fr

om basic communication, there is no other interaction.  

In the last “love enlightenment“, Lee was not there. She went to buy water, and was scolded and slappe

d by her former teammates.  

Hedy watched Lee’s leaving back silently, thinking a few times in his heart.  

Her biggest achievement in “Bright Star” is that she has a group of female friends who can talk to each o

ther.  

Lee is also in the group and has a good relationship with  

Doris, Vanilla, Bird. “Hedy, what are you looking at?” Doris walked  

over.  

Lee had already disappeared around the corner with his mobile phone.  

“It’s okay.” Hedy lowered his eyes.  

She didn’t want to openly speculate on Lee and create gaps in this harmonious team.  

She also cherishes this wonderful fate.  

It’s just…  

Lee, you better not have bad intentions.  

Night falls. After  

Doris and the others finished washing, they lay on the bed and chatted as usual, but they couldn’t wait f

or Lee to come back.  

Hedy knew it.  

She stretched her hand out of the bed, and said calmly, ” Vanilla, pass me the paper and pen on the tabl

e.”  

Vanilla slept on her lower bunk, and there were paper and pens on the table next to the bed.  

“Hmm.” Vanilla only thought that Hedy had a new inspiration, and handed over the pen and paper.  



Hedy leaned against the wall, turned on his own small lamp, closed his  

eyes and meditated for a while, composing music on paper.  

The sun rises in the east.  

Bird, who was awakened by the ringtone of the mobile phone, took out the mobile phone and turned of

f the alarm clock, only to find that Twitter pushed a news to the user.  

“oh my god!” Bird was completely sleepy, and his decibels were raised by shock,  

“Sisters, the works used in the finals of the Amber group were leaked by the paparazzi–

camouflaged cleaning aunt!”  

“What? Let’s see!” I wanted to continue Doris and Vanilla on the bed immediately sat up and came to Bi

rd’s side.  

Bird opens the news feed and clicks on the video in the feed.  

The background of the video is in the dance practice room, and the  

women in the dance practice room are contestants in the  

Amber group. Oddly, since Rainie withdrew, there should only be four  

of them.  

In the camera, there are five people standing.  

The fifth person, named Lee.  

Doris was shocked, “Why is Tiantian on the competitor’s side? And their opening moves are similar to ou

r opening moves!”  

For a girl group, the dance of a song has both an opening poss and an ending poss.  

The opening action was set up, and the song came out.  

Vanilla’s eyes widened, “Isn’t this our original song ‘Water‘!” The five members of the  

Amber group danced to the song and changed their formation.  

Bird squeezed the phone tightly, “The 

dance moves are the same as ours, and the movements are exactly the same!”  

After the video was played, the faces of the three were ashen and dripping with cold sweat, as if they ha

d been skinned!  

“Wait a minute, is there another ‘Hedy admits mother plagiarism‘ in the hot search?” Doris pointed to th

e real–time scrolling hot search list below the hot comments.  

Bird quickly clicked in.  

This is Lee ‘s Twitter, which contains a video file.  



The video camera is focused on Hedy in the dance studio.  

Lee’s voice came from inside, “Hedy, did your mother really plagiarize?”  

Hedy nodded, “Yes.”  

Lee asked again, “Your mother also slept with many big shots in the industry for the sake of getting ahea

d?”  

Hedy, “Well.”  

Lee, “Why are you so calm, don’t you and your mother think that self- esteem and self–

love are the most important qualities for women?”  

Hedy, “It doesn’t matter, we don’t care.”  

At the end of the video, Lee attached,  

“Even if I’m as humble as an ant, even if I speak lightly, I still want to expose Hedy’s true colors! The  

entertainment industry in the USA is already messed up, and I can’t let Hedy and her daughter be allowe

d to destroy this industry!  

I don’t want to be with such people, After discussion by the program group, I was allowed to join the Am

ber group.  

(PS, The original singing and dancing of the Amber group is awesome!)”  

This Twitter was sent out in the middle of the night yesterday. So far, it has more than 60,000 comments

 and nearly Millions of retweets.  

The popular comments are as follows,  

“Obviously staying in the Hedy group, there is a high probability of  

Hedy fans still have What’s there to say? When the show first came out, you said that Hedy was pure an

d clean, and you couldn’t put River ‘s story on her Now?/ Smile.”  

“Listen to Hedy, she can be like her mother at any time Studying, in order to get a higher position, let’s sl

eep with the big guy with your legs apart?”  

“Can the show crew spit out my vote for Hedy? I regret it and want to vote for Amber.”  

“Amber is not only hardworking but also unstar Shelf, the dance  

practice room version of the final work that was leaked this time is also amazing, much better than 

previous works!”  

I’m already looking forward to the official stage, rub your hands!”  

In the dormitory, Bird couldn’t help but explode, “I’m liking Lee ‘s uncle! The questions she asked Hedy l

ast night weren’t these at all!”  



She regarded Lee as her sister, and even gave up her chance to make Lee be selected by an advertiser to

 shoot an advertisement. Is this how  

Lee repays them?  

“It turns out that Lee is sincere…” Doris‘ voice trembled.  

“She betrayed us, edited the video maliciously, and poured a lot of dirty–

water on Hedy!” Vanilla’s face was livid,  

“What’s even more disgusting is the guys from Amber, who copied our singing and dancing intact, witho

ut any Changed.  

SHARER 1727  
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point  

Bird was about to cry, this time was the closest she was to her debut  

dream,  

“I guess the leak was arranged in advance, what should we do now, Our work has become the work of th

e Amber group, if we tell the truth, will the netizens believe it?  

There are three days before the final, and now it is too late to compose, write and choreograph again?”  

The three of them had red eyes, but there was an extra picture in front of them. Complete handwritten r

epertoire, the handwriting is beautiful and neat, revealing a hint of sharpness.  

Hedy said lightly, “This is a new song, you guys should familiarize yourself with it, I’ll go out first.”  

After speaking, she left the dormitory.  

Amber’s method was “deliberately” leaked to show that it was her own. original work, but it was exactly

 the same as Victoria ‘s method of framing her mother back then.  

The three of them looked at the new song and stopped crying at the thought, you look at me, I look at y

ou.  

“Hedy wrote the new song with lyrics in just one night?” ”  

Isn’t the point that she was smart enough to predict Lee ‘s rebellion?”  

It’s done again!”  

“Nonsense, the last song we called ‘Cooperation‘ was actually ‘Drag‘, this on  



one is completely original by her the offest is of soussa batt  

Chapter 168  

The “Bright Star” program group of Mr. King, who is good at flirting, did not record the contestants‘ perf

ormance before the finals.  

The final adopts a “live broadcast” style, and continues to record the words and deeds of the contestant

s. Once a staff member leaks the work of the contestants, it will 

cause irreparable losses to the program group and even the entire Mango platform.  

The leaked “works” of the  

Amber group were purely of high quality, aroused the audience’s expectations and curiosity, and had no

 negative effects. As long as the quality is poor, the audience does not want to watch the show.  

However, although the recording team is no longer working, the monitoring of each dance studio is still t

here.  

Hedy intends to use the surveillance in the dance studio to prove that the Amber group has completely 

plagiarized their group’s work.  

“Unfortunately.” The host hugged the coffee cup, and said in an understated tone, “The surveillance in y

our dance studio just happened to be broken for a few days.”  

The word “just in time” was used perfectly.  

“So you plan to forcefully guarantee Amber’s debut?” Hedy seemed to have come to his own home, pull

ed out a chair, and sat casually across from the host, with no emotion in his tone.  

The 

monitoring of the dance practice room is a link that the program group needs to attach great importanc

e to.  

Chapter 169  

If 

the contestants fight each other, only surveillance cameras can prove the truth and preserve the reputat

ion of the program group.  

It is impossible to let the monitoring probe go bad for so many days.  

There is only one truth,  

the program team is also cooperating with Amber.  

“I just like your cleverness!” The host admired Hedy, and he sighed,  

“Behind the ‘Bright Star‘ is the Mango Platform, Amber ‘s father, Victoria ‘s husband, is the Mango Platf

orm The largest shareholder.  

What can we do when the immediate boss speaks? Everyone, old and young, have to make a living.”  



The reality is so cruel.  

“Understandable.” Hedy rolled his eyes slightly, “I have a request, no one is allowed to approach our gro

up’s dance practice room.”  

Small problem, we still have this right.” The host is willing to help,  

“But what do you mean, are you preparing the weapon of ‘Desperate Counterattack“?” ”  

Desperate? They are not qualified to push me into desperation.” Hedy left.  

The director next to him clicked his tongue, “How many ‘Long Aotian‘ novels has she read to be so crazy

?” The  

host took a sip of tea, calmly said,  

“The biggest misunderstanding of her in the world is that she is It’s crazy, but is she crazy? She’s not craz

y, she’s just stating the facts.  

I have a hunch that the Amber family’s good times are coming to an  

end.”  

Hedy left the studio, called his father Buddy and asked him to keep an eye on it Malina, don’t let her see 

bad comments on the Internet, so as not to bring back bad memories for her.  

But Buddy replied, “You underestimated your mother, she has been scolding netizens all morning.”  

Hedy paused, “How did she scold?”  

Buddy, “Call them stupid.  

Hedy, “… Then It’s brutal.” After hanging up the phone, Hedy saw the worried greetings from  

Josh Kit, classmates and friends, and the six elders of the Phoenix Dance Troupe  

on the social software. The content is basically the same, they all believe in her and cheer for her.  

In addition to greetings from friends, there are also inquiries from subordinates.  

Lucas who is in charge of ” Black Gang ” is very friendly, “Boss, do you want me to kidnap Amber’s family

?”  

Will who is in charge of “Nirvana Killer Organization” is even more kind, “Master, should I just kill  

Amber and Lee ?” Hedy, “…you don’t have to.”  

Preston’s video call came in.  

She connected, and saw that overly handsome man in the boxy mobile phone.  

The man was wearing a well–

tailored black handmade suit. Behind him was a large French window with a wide view. The morning glo

w outside the window was very beautiful.  



“Is the leaked work of the Amber group yours? The arrangement is your style, and she doesn’t have that

 strength.” Preston’s voice was magnetic, and his tone was extremely affirmative.  

“Yeah.” Hedy nodded, anger flashed in his eyes, “She plagiarized my work, I can only write a new song o

vernight to face the finals.” “I can write a new song overnight  

my girlfriend is amazing.” The man said on the phone That end smiled lowly, never stingy in his praise of 

Hedy.  

Hedy raised his eyebrows and didn’t answer, but his mood improved inexplicably, and the corners of Sus

an’s lips also rose.  

“1  

Victoria ‘s concubine also has a clue.” Preston’s tone changed.  

“How long will it take to catch it?” The smile on Hedy’s lips faded.  

Victoria ‘s concubine was the gangster who provided Victoria with a special drug that 

stunned Malina and sent her to a group of men.  

After the incident, the little gangster never returned to the USA. There is already evidence of  

Victoria ‘s plagiarism, and if the gangster is found again, all the infamy on her mother will be erased.  

At the same time, the “exposure” video maliciously edited by  

Lee will also be debunked. Preston, “Within seven days.”  

Hedy, “Yes.”  

After the final performance, there is half a month of voting time, and seven days are enough.  

The call fell into a brief silence, only the sound of each other’s breathing.  

During the preparation for the finals, Hedy had a mobile phone, but she was busy, and Preston knew tha

t she was busy, and the two only had some simple text communication.  

It’s a different feeling from seeing each other and hearing each other’s voice.  

Preston said softly, “Hedy, I miss you.”  

Hedy’s cheeks were a little hot.  

This seemed to be the first time Preston had said he missed her.  

“Don’t you miss me?” Preston pressed.  

Hedy didn’t answer, and the temperature on his cheeks rose quietly.  

Doing tasks alone for many years, she is not someone who is good at expressing her feelings.  

Being able to take the initiative to confess is already quite a limit.  



Preston’s eyebrows and eyes were slightly curved. During the video call, the girl’s delicate cheeks were b

lushing, and she deliberately looked away, refusing to meet his gaze.  

He smiled and asked, “Are you shy?”  

“No.” This time, Hedy replied in seconds.  

But he didn’t know his own reaction, it was no different from “There is no silver three hundred taels her

e“.  

“Oh?” The man raised his voice, “I’m not shy, I don’t miss me, and I don’t even want to look at me. Did y

ou lie to me when you said you liked me last time?” Hedy froze  

“I miss you very much. If you don’t want me, 

I will be very sad.” There was a hint of loneliness in the man’s deep voice.  

Hedy turned his head and looked at the man in the video, his eyes flickered, and he said softly, “I think a

bout it a little bit.”  

“How much is ‘a little bit“?”  

“…Hung up.” Hedy felt awkward and cut off contact.  

How could this situation be more difficult to deal with than murder  

and arson?  

She hurried back to the dance studio and re–choreographed.  

At lunch time, Doris reminded her that there was a well–

known reporter in the entertainment industry, Aite, on Twitter.  

Ask her what she thinks about the “leaked” work from  

Amber. Hedy typed and replied, “Copying the works of our group is a waste of waste. It is recommended

 to go back to the mother’s womb and recreate it.”  

 “Morning” was released, and Lotus helped  

Hedy’s reply, causing a storm on the Internet.  

Amber ‘s fans are the most dissatisfied. They feel that the young lady who is their fan is a fairy from the 

sky. She is gentle, kind and hardworking. How could she copy Hedy?  

Hedy also asked others to “go back to the mother’s womb to remake“, it’s disgusting!  

Lee, as a teammate, was the first to arrive. Aite Hedy,  

“Can you show some face? If you say they plagiarized, please show evidence?”  

Malina was also present, and the mother’s love burst, and she scolded, “You are an idiot!”  

Lee, “..  

Is this intimacy or cursing?  



Amber followed suit and replied to Hedy’s reply,  

“I’ve only heard of ‘Persecution Paranoia‘, but it’s the first time I’ve seen ‘Plagiarized Paranoia‘. Like you

r mother, you like to slander people for plagiarism.” Hedy saw  

Just as she was about to reply, Malina scolded, “You are also an idiot!”  

Amber, “…  

She is very beautiful, her acting skills are not abrupt, and the final death scene can even be said to be ex

cellent in acting.  

If that’s the case, then Lotus can at best be regarded as a successful character in film history.  

She is acting like a god.  

The smooth and silky play, without using a stand–

in once, through the screen, you can feel that director Lew is confident.  

All kinds of close–

up shots are in the past, and I am not afraid of being exposed because of using a double.  

Let’s take another look at Lotus‘ actor—Hedy.  

Anyone who knows who Hedy is is numb.  

This eighteen–year–old female student can even act!  

People who don’t know who Hedy is, go to the search engine to search.  

There 

is a word called “Love House and Wu“. Everyone likes the actor Lotus, so they want to see if she has oth

er works and what life. experience she has.  

After a search, I found “Bright Star“.  

Seeing Hedy’s terrifying almighty strength.  

He also ate all the intricate melons inside. At the celebration banquet of the movie  

Morning“, when director Lew was interviewed, the reporter mentioned Hedy and asked Lew what he th

ought of Hedy.  

Lew spoke very highly of Hedy, and talked about Hedy’s role in  

girls perform in the film crew, and also said that she never complained about the role by others.  

It is also mentioned that Hedy modified the script of ” Lotus ” to make Lotus more vivid.  

If Hedy is willing to enter the film and television industry, he will cultivate it himself and not let this good

 seedling go.  

The reporter showed Lew the video exposed by Lee on Twitter.  

Lew frowned and replied,  



“What era is it? Does anyone still know that dubbing can be added. later?  

Objectively speaking, as an adult with a sound brain, this thing is hard to convince me unless there is mo

re conclusive evidence. evidence, otherwise I will treat it as a ‘rumour–mongering“.”  

The phrase “adults with sound brains” has slapped many people in the  

face.  

With big director Lew expressing his opinion, and the box office of ” Morning” surpassed one billion in th

ree days, the stagnant votes of the Hedy group quickly caught up.  

At one point, he overtook another car on a curve and counter–pressed 

the Amber team, although he was quickly tied by the Amber team.  

The two return to the same starting point again.  

“This Hedy…” Lee had a complicated tone in Amber’s dormitory.  

If she hadn’t betrayed Hedy, Hedy’s number of votes at this moment, I’m afraid–

Clouds would have gone straight up.  

It’s a pity that no matter how many votes there are, it can only guarantee her debut, and it can’t protect 

her from struggling for ten years like Amber.  

Amber was smoking a cigarette with a stern look in her eyes.  

She was very dissatisfied, but there was nothing she could do.  

No matter how much she and her mother slander Hedy, they can only quarrel in the entertainment circl

e, or even the smaller talent show circle, and they can’t find the Buddha’s Five Fingers Mountain.  

And “Morning” directly let Hedy enter a larger circle.  

That is the super traffic measured by “billion“.  

Not ten thousand, not one hundred thousand, not even one million or ten million.  

“Amber, can’t you ask your dad to accommodate, let’s see what the four of Hedy’s group are plotting in 

the dance studio these days?” Lee asked.  

“My dad is a shareholder of Mango, not the father of everyone else in Mango, so he can’t control everyt

hing.”  

Amber flicked the cigarette ash, knowing Lee was uneasy, and gave her a cold look,  

“Besides, you and Hedy and the others, It took more than half a month to perfect the song ‘Water‘ and 

make it perfect.  

Tomorrow is the final. Do you think Hedy can come up with a better work than ‘Water‘ in three days? Th

en beat us?”  

Lee thought about it, and didn’t say any more.  



When I woke up, the final came.  

The program team arranged the scene early and adjusted the equipment, striving to be foolproof.  

The “Bright Star” interface of the Mango Video platform has more than 10 million simultaneous online u

sers.  

Chapter 170 Flames are like me, face–slapping live broadcast!  

This final not only has a large number of online audiences, but also a large number of on–

site audiences.  

The relatives of the players came. On  

Amber’s side, the queen’s mother and shareholder’s father are present.  

On Hedy’s side, there are Buddy, Malina, Josh and Kit.  

The first to play is the Amber group.  

The lights went out, and the surroundings were gloomy. The word “Water” appeared on the big screen, 

with Susan ‘s faint light glowing.  

Water falls from the top of the stage, and the fog created by dry ice covers the entire stage.  

The host appeared in the camera and gave an emotional introduction,  

A girl group consisting of five members,  

Amber and Lee, will be on stage soon. Their group name is ‘Water‘, and their manifesto is, like water, ge

ntle and changeable The camera  

turned to the stage, and the lights also hit Amber and the others. They were wearing loose and casual sil

k light–colored singing clothes, trying to create a soft and watery feeling.  

On the website, bullet screens flew up in many places.  

Amber is a pure rose, and the three views are super positive Lee,  

rushing to the duck!”  

“They are both beautiful and beautiful, and they are all powerful fairy sisters!” ”  

Just ask Hedy what can surpass Amber!”  

“Give me Hedy’s heavy weight Step on it!”  

In the auditorium, the well–

dressed Victoria hugged her husband’s arm with one hand and wiped her tears with the other, as if she 

was very proud of her daughter’s growth.  

Victoria’s husband is an old man twenty years older than her, already bald.  

The reporter asked how they got married, and Victoria replied, true love.  



Backstage.  

Doris was furious, “You want to steal the group name, you want to steal the singing and dancing, you ev

en have to steal the song costumes and stage design styles, it’s disgusting!”  

Bird took a break from his busy schedule and went online with Amber  

idiotic fans  

with his mobile phone. In the past three days, Amber’s brainless fans have frequently gone to their Twitt

er, urging them to have more brains to join Amber and stop messing with Hedy.  

Bird took a few deep breaths and abruptly changed the swearing words into,  

“My dear, thank you for your kindness. I suggest you move–

out from the Pacific Ocean. It’s tiring to manage such a wide area.”  

Doris and Vanilla directly tweeted, “We only recognize Hedy as the captain.”  

Just kidding, do you really think everyone is Lee?  

Hedy narrowed his eyes slightly.  

With the help of ” Morning ” director Lew, as long as her new work can crush Amber, it will not lose too 

many votes.  

At that time, when the people from Preston find it, they will be able to overtake smoothly.  

-It’s Hedy’s turn to take the stage.  

The stage dimmed again, and the words “Fire” appeared on the screen.  

“The girl group that will be on stage next is Hedy, Doris, Vanilla, and Bird.” The host stood in front of the 

camera,  

“Their group name is ‘Fire‘, where F stands for Vanilla ‘s style, and i stands for Bird’s color, r stands for D

oris‘ softness, and e stands for Hedy’s leaf.  

Their declaration is, like me!”  

Fire, fire, is the new group name of the Hedy group.  

They were Water, water, gentle water.  

Lee, who stands for “t“, rebelled, turning this water into fire, the fire of  

vengeance.  

The barrage of the website was swiped up.  

“One is called water and the other is called fire. Isn’t water and fire incompatible?”  

*  

Flammet pre lka me faceslapping for beadcast  



“Why do they look the same as Amber and the others? Even the songs are very similar!”  

Through the live broadcast camera, you can see the four Hedy, also wearing loose and casual silk Light–

colored clothing.  

The music coming out of the sterco is the same as Amber ‘s, but with a slightly changed tune.  

Although they also look good and sound good, but such a similar stage, is it really okay?  

Everyone sent out a large “??” on the barrage.  

The audience in the auditorium didn’t quite understand either.  

Backstage.  

Amber said coldly, “I said they couldn’t come up with a better work than ‘Water‘ within three days?”  

Lee ‘s worry was completely unnecessary.  

“Indeed.” Lee was completely relieved, and couldn’t help but sneer,  

“They just changed the key of ‘Water and didn’t even change the song and costume. It can be seen that 

Hedy is at the end of his skills.  

repressed.  

The four of Hedy lowered their heads, or looked away, or closed their eyes, or looked up, as if they were

 remembering something.  

The depression is over and the climax is coming.  

The four of Hedy stopped remembering, grabbed their light–

colored singing clothes in unison, and tore them hard, tearing off the first layer  

of clothes, revealing the black new singing clothes inside.  

This set of singing clothes is capable, cool, chilling, and glamorous.  

Boom!  

Flames erupted from the edge of the stage, and the image on the screen also turned into a burning hunt

er. The four seemed to be reborn from the fire and danced in the fire.  

There is a Hedy rap link in the midfield.  

After the rap was finished, the music paused for a while, and Hedy took a deep breath into the micropho

ne, and then let it out lightly.  

The barrage increased suddenly.  

“Ohhhhhhhh!”  

“Help! Hedy is blowing in my ear! Ah, I’m dead!”  

“This song is much better than  



Amber!” “Who said just now that the Hedy group can’t surpass the Amber group?”  

Stage, the music continues and the show continues.  

Backstage, Amber and Lee froze in place, the blood on their faces. disappeared bit by bit!  

In the auditorium, Malina leaned in Buddy’s arms, weeping with joy and pride.  

Josh was sitting upright, listening quietly, while Kit was holding up a light sign with his sister’s name on it

.  

At the end of the show, the Amber group was called back onto the  

stage.  

Before the host said anything, Amber preempted and asked Hedy in a cold voice,  

“Why did you plagiarize our group’s work at the beginning of your group?”  

Lee’s expression was also very angry, “While saying that Amber and the others plagiarized, they plagiariz

ed themselves.! Hedy, you are more disgusting than your mother!”  

The performance of the Hedy group was too explosive, and they must continue to pour dirty water on H

edy to minimize the number of Hedy’s votes!  

Only in this way can the risk be reduced!  

Bird and the others were about to retort, but the three teammates of Amber and Lee looked at each oth

er, and one of them raised his voice,  

Amber, Lee, how long are you going to bully Hedy?”  

The sudden infighting among the teammates made everyone panic For a moment, including Hedy.  

This is something Hedy didn’t expect.  

Even Amber and Lee didn’t react.  

The two looked at their former teammates in confusion.  

“Please look at the big screen.” The contestant pointed behind him, “This is a video I secretly shot with 

my mobile phone.” The  

big screen instantly showed the picture of Amber smoking in the dormitory.  

”  

–

Amber, you can’t ask your dad to be flexible, let’s see what the four people in the Hedy group are plottin

g in the dance studio these days?  

–

My father is a shareholder of Mango, not the father of everyone in Mango, and he is not to the point wh

ere he can control everything.  



–Besides, you and Hedy spent more than half a month to perfect the song ‘Water‘ and make it perfect.  

–

Tomorrow is the final, do you think Hedy can come up with a better work than ‘Water‘ within three days

 and beat us? Compared  

with Lee’s so–called “exposure” video, this video is 100% authentic!  

Because the mouth shapes of Amber and Lee are exactly the same as what they said!  

 


